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A B S T R A C T

The present work reports the fabrication of ultra-high strength microsand proppants (100 mesh) through a
polymer nanocomposite dual coating approach and gives insight into their thermo-mechanical reinforcements.
The dual coating can be of 3D-cross-linked poly(styrene-methyl methacrylate)/divinylbenzene) (PS-PMMA/DVB)
porous network and thermally cross-linked epoxy with graphene nanosheets. The inner layer of PS-PMMA/DVB
was prepared using bulk polymerization of styrene (S) and methyl methacrylate (MMA) at 70 �C with a free
radical initiator azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN). The outer layer was prepared by mixing epoxy resin, a cross-linker,
and commercial graphene (CG) followed by thermally curing the mixture. The dual-coated microsand proppants
exhibited enhanced mechanical characteristics of elastic modulus (E) as high as 7.78 GPa, hardness (H) of 0.35
GPa, and fracture toughness (Kc) of 3.19 MPa m1/2 along with largely improved thermal properties. Moreover, the
dual-coated microsand proppants exhibit a very high-stress resistance up to 14000 psi, and to the best of our
knowledge, this is the highest stress resistance value attained for the modified sand-based proppants so far.
1. Introduction

Proppant is a crucial material that helps keep the hydraulic fractures
open; which allows the continuous extraction of hydrocarbons from the
formations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Frac sand is the most common type of
proppant used in the oil and gas industry [5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. However,
due to their brittle properties, they are only used inwellswith relatively low
pressure [14, 15, 16]. The frac sand can only tolerate up to 6000 psi closure
stress and above this value the sand cracks and generates fine particles that
could flow back into the formations, hence lowering the hydrocarbon
production rate. To avoid this problem, sand particles must be suitably
modified to withstand higher pressures [13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In this
context, numerous surface modification techniques and coating methods
were then used to improve the stress tolerance and flow rate of frac sand at
the wellbore [10, 13, 19, 22, 23, 24]. The advantages of these coatings
include trapping the broken grains in the coated layer and therefore alle-
viating the proppant flow-back into the bore well [17, 25, 26, 27].

One of the most common approaches to surface modification of sand
particles is by using resins [28]. For instance, epoxy, vinyl, polyurethane,
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polyesters, and furan are the widely employed resins to coat the frac
sand. Due to their chemical inertness and higher mechanical character-
istics [20, 21, 29, 30, 31]. Despite the advantages of surface modification
of frac sand with resin, it can only increase its stress resistance by up to
7500 psi [28]. Moreover, when the resin-coated proppants (RCPs) are
employed in high-temperature wells, they tend to aggregate due to
softening of the resin layer and adversely affect the well's conductivity
[32, 33, 34]. These long-standing drawbacks of RCPs are partly resolved
by coating the frac sand with polymer nanocomposites [35, 36, 37]. Due
to their mechanical properties, the combination of these materials with
other nanofillers such as carbon nanotube, graphene, and graphene oxide
(GO) has been able to improve the thermo-mechanical stabilities of the
proppants [28, 35, 38, 39].

For instance, CNT and GO incorporated urethane modified RCPs
showed significant enhancement in the stress resistance values [31]. In
the continued efforts of improving the stress resistance of RCPs, we have
recently introduced a multiple polymer nanocomposite coating approach
onto the macro frac sand particles (70/40 mesh sized and derived from
Saudi Arabian deserts) [40, 41]. Previously, we developed a unique
. Alsharaeh).
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dual-coating technique for polymer nanocomposites using CG and an
epoxy layer on macrosand (40/70 mesh) particles. Notably, the results of
the study revealed that the modified macrosand with
polystyrene-polymethyl methacrylate copolymer/graphene composite
and epoxy/graphene composite exhibited a stress resistance of 10000 psi.
On the other hand, the modified macrosand with porous copolymer
network and epoxy/graphene composite showed a resistance of up to
12000 psi [40, 41].

Herein, we want to investigate the influence of the size of sand par-
ticles on the mechanical characteristics of the dual-coated sand prop-
pants. Through the use of microsand particles with a size of 100 mesh,
polymer nanocomposites dual-coated sand proppants were prepared.
Their thermo-mechanical properties and the ultimate stress resistance
values were also investigated in comparison to macrosand particles with
a size of 70/40 mesh. Furthermore, proppants with reduced specific
gravity values are highly preferred as they can be easily suspended in
fracturing fluid. Therefore, this work also aims to develop a proppant
with high-stress resistance and low specific gravity values.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Styrene (Mw ¼ 104.15 g/mol, >99% purity), and methyl methacry-
late (Mw ¼ 100.12 g/mol, 99% purity) monomers were procured from
Aldrich. Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) was purchased from Aldrich. The
microsand (100 mesh), epoxy resin (Jana, Razeen LR 1100), and curing
agent (Jana, Raceencure 931) is provided by Saudi Aramco. The CG
(XGnP) was obtained from XG Sciences.

2.2. Preparation of dual polymer nanocomposite layers

The 3D-PS-PMMA/DVB layer was prepared by following our previous
methods [40, 41]. Briefly, 1:1 wt% of S and MMA and DVB (10 wt%)
were mixed. Followed by adding 0.01 wt% of the initiator to the mixture
and the temperature was raised to 70 �C. After the polymerization is
completed, PS-PMMA/DVB films were washed with hot ethanol and
dried. The preparation of the Epoxy-CG nanocomposite film was carried
out by mixing epoxy resin and curing agent in 4:1 wt% along with 0.1 wt
% of CG. The mixture was then vigorously stirred and subsequently cured
at 150 �C for 5 min. The dual (3D-PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) nano-
composite layer was prepared by a layer-by-layer preparation film of
respective individual films.

2.3. Preparation of dual-coated microsand proppants

The dual-coated microsand proppant was prepared by using 100
mesh sand particles with a sequential coating of 3D-PS-PMMA/DVB and
Epoxy-CG nanocomposite. The microsand particles were initially mixed
with a mixture of co-monomers (S and MMA) along with an initiator
(AIBN) and subsequently heated to form the first porous polymer layer.
Then, the first layer of coated microsand particles was added with a
mixture of epoxy, cure, and CG and heated to 150 �C for the second layer
of curing. As an exemplary system, 300 g of microsand particles were
mixed with 10 ml of the co-monomer mixture (5 ml of S and MMA each)
along with 1 ml of DVB and 0.01 g of AIBN under constant stirring and
subsequently polymerized at 70 �C for 12 h. Then, the 3D-PS-PMMA/
DVB coated microsand particles (300 g) were mixed with 10 ml of
resin (8 ml of epoxy and 2 ml of resin cure) and cured at 150 �C for 5 min.
The proppants are prone to form clumps when mixed with resin and
subsequent curing process at high-temperature. Yet, the clump formation
can be successfully overcome by the continuous stirring of proppant
particles during mixing and curing at high-temperature conditions. The
polymer and resin dual coating film thicknesses were controlled with the
amount of monomer mixture added to the microsand and the amount of
the resin added to the polymer-coated microsand proppants and the
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stirring rate while mixing each component with micorsand particles. The
microsand particles are added to a maximum amount of either monomer
mixture or resin until there's no clump formation during the polymeri-
zation or resin curing process. Notably, this process is highly suitable for
mass production as we have achieved 10 kg of proppants' production in
each batch at a laboratory scale.

2.4. Characterizations

The samples were characterized using Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FT-IR), X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD), Thermo-
Gravimetric Analyses (TGA), nano-indentation, Field-Emission Scan-
ning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM), and crush tests. To measure the FT-
IR spectra, the Thermo Scientific Nicolet-iS10 instrument was used. The
spectral measurements were carried out in ATR mode within the wave
number range of 4000–500 cm�1. To measure the XRD, Rigaku MiniFlex
600 instrument was used. The XRD patterns were obtained using Cu Kα
radiation (1.54 A�) in the range of 5–80�. The TGA curves were used to
evaluate the degradation temperatures (Tdeg) of the samples using
Hitachi STA7200 [42-44]. Elastic modulus (E), and hardness (H), of the
samples, are measured by using the Nanointender (NanoTest™ system)
using Berkovich indenter. FE-SEM (FEI Inspect S50) was used to monitor
the morphologies of the proppant samples. The sample preparation for
the SEM observations can be found elsewhere [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. To
record the images, an accelerating voltage of 2 kV was applied.

2.5. Crush test

The crush tests for the microsand proppant samples were subjected to
a hydraulic load frame that can handle a pressure of 15000 psi. The
applied stress for the crush tests ranged from 3000 psi to 14000 psi. The
proppants are allowed to crush at a given pressure for 2 min. After the
process, the samples were sieved (100 mesh sieve as the size of the fines
is typically less than 100 mesh in than size.) for the generated fines and
weighed. From the initial weight of the proppants and amount of the
generated fines, the fines fine is calculated using Eq. (1).

Amount of Fineð%Þ¼ Weight of generated fine ðgÞ
Initial weight of proppant sample ðgÞ � 100 (1)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dual-coated microsand proppants via sequential coating

The preparation method of a microsand-(PS-PMMALDVB)-(Epoxy-
CG) proppant using two coating layers is shown in Scheme 1. Typically,
the first layer of the proppant is prepared by, a well-mixing of microsand
with a co-monomer mixture of S and MMA, a cross-linker of DVB and
AIBN initiator. After the mixture is sufficiently heated, the AIBN will
undergo radical decomposition. The initiator radicals were used to
convert the co-monomer and cross-linker molecules to their respective
free radicals. Afterward, the co-monomer and cross-linker free radicals
are turned into radical donors to other co-monomer and cross-linker
molecules. This process led to the random copolymerization between S,
MMA, and cross-linking with DVB. This has resulted in a 3D-cross-linked
network of PS-PMMA/DVB onto the microsand particles. The detailed
mechanism of 3D-porous network formation can be found in our previous
reports [41, 51]. The second layer of the proppant is then prepared by
mixing the porous polymer network modified microsand proppants with
the epoxy resin and a resin cured with CG and then cured at high tem-
peratures for a few minutes.

3.2. FE-SEM

The size and the morphology of the microsand-(PS-PMMA/DVB)-
(Epoxy-CG) were then assessed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM)



Scheme 1. Sequential preparation scheme for dual-coated microsand proppants.
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(Figure 1)The FE-SEM images of the samples show that they are more
similar to the microsand-(PS-PMMA/DVB) and unmodified microsand
samples at different magnifications. The polymer coating is visible from
the images as the surfaces of the coated samples appear smooth while
Figure 1. FE-SEM images of microsand proppants in comp
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that of unmodified samples are rough. As evident from the images the
dual-coating unaffected the original morphology of the microsand par-
ticles as they retain their original sphericity and roundness of >0.6. The
retention of sphericity and roundness of the microsand proppants is vital
arison to unmodified ones at different magnifications.
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for their high proppant-pack porosity. The retention of these two features
can help improve the flow conductivity of the fluids in the downhole
conditions at high temperatures and pressure.
3.3. FT-IR spectra and XRD patterns

The chemical interaction between the two layers and microsand was
demonstrated by FT-IR spectroscopy as shown in Figure 2a. For the
microsand sample, the peaks detected at 1082 cm�1 and 1175which
cm�1 were assigned to the Si–O–Si bond of sand particles. The peak
found at 1632 cm�1 corresponds to H–O–H stretching and peaks around
750 cm�1 correspond to Si–O symmetric stretching. The peak at 3450
cm�1 corresponds to the O–H peak of SiO2 and absorbed moisture. The
peaks that are detected at 750 cm�1 were assigned to asymmetric
stretching of C–C–O group in MA, and at 1116 cm�1 that corresponds to
stretching mode of C–O–C. The peak at 1408 cm�1, and 2916 cm�1 are
assigned to bending and stretching modes of the –CH3 group, respec-
tively. The peak at 1646 cm�1 corresponds to stretching mode of C––C
bond in the PS and the peak at 1758 cm�1 corresponds to C¼O in the
PMMA. These peaks confirm the successful formation of 3D-PS-PMMA/
DVB layer onto the microsand. Similarly, the peaks that are identified at
2958 cm�1 and 2865 cm�1 (corresponds to C–H stretch vibrations of
–CH2) correspond to graphene in the second nanocomposite layer. The
stretching mode of C––O and C–O of epoxy were detected at 1750 and
1450 cm�1 respectively. The measured FT-IR spectra indicated that the
microsand samples are well coated with the respective polymer network
and nanocomposites. The successful interaction between microsand and
(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) was demonstrated by FT-IR spectroscopy
as shown in Figure 2a. The appearance of peaks at 1646, and 1750 cm�1

are indicative of the successful formation of the 3D-PS-PMMA/DVB layer
on the microsand particles.

XRD patterns for unmodified microsand, PS-PMMA/DVB (PS-PMMA/
DVB)-(Epoxy-CG), and epoxy-coated samples are shown in Figure 2b.
The peaks at 21�, 26.5�, 42�, 44�, 51�, 58�, 68�, and 77� and those peaks
correspond quartz phase of SiO2. For the unmodified microsand, there
were two major peaks observed one is at 21� (100) and the other is at
26.5�. When the PS-PMMA/DVB is coated with sand, the intensity of the
100 peaks is slightly reduced. It should be noted that the 100 peaks'
Figure 2. (a) and (b) FT-IR spectra, XRD patterns of coated microsand
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intensity is lower for the samples with the epoxy composites onto the 3D-
PS-PMMA/DVB layer. Similarly, the other peaks were also observed to
decrease with the coating dual lateral-layer while the intensity of the 101
peaks remained almost the same. This reduction in the minor peaks’
intensities is attributed to the well surface coverage of the dual-layers
onto the microsand surfaces. Similarly, the decrease in the peak in-
tensity of 100 of the dual coatings suggests good surface coverage of the
proppants. At the same time, the constant intensity of the 101 peaks
indicated that the core sand particles remain unchanged.
3.4. Thermal and nanomechanical properties

The TGA results of unmodified microsand and microsand modified
with PS-PMMA/DVB, (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG), and epoxy coating
layers are shown in Figure 3a. The degradation temperature (Tdeg) of the
coating layers was determined and the values are summarized in Table 1.
Tdeg values were evaluated using differential thermal curves (DTA) for the
samples that are showing clear degradation steps while for the samples
that show no clear degradation, the temperature at which 50% of the
material decomposition is attained was considered to be its Tdeg [52]. As
shown in Figure 3a, the Tdeg for microsand-PS-PMMA/DVB is determined
to be 350 �C while that of microsand-(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) was
found to increase to 370 �C. At the same time, the Tdeg for
microsand-epoxy is found to be only 345 �C The observed thermal sta-
bility values are found to be much higher than that of various other resin
systems including furan [53], phenolic [54], polyurethane [33, 53],
polyurethane-carbon nanostructure composites [38] reported in the
literature (Table 1). This thermal stability enhancement of the
dual-coated microsand proppants can be accredited to the improved
thermal stability of the Epoxy-CG composite layer which is in turn
credited to the thermal stability of graphene nanosheets. A synergistic
increase in the Tdeg was observed with the Epoxy-CG composite layer
along with the 3D-PS-PMMA/DVB layer onto microsand particles. This
particular enhancement in the thermal stability of the dual-coated
microsand proppants is indicative of their potential applicability under
high-temperature downhole conditions.

Nano-indentation technique was used to determine the E and H for
the coating layers. The calculated E and H values of PS-PMMA/DVB, (PS-
proppants in comparison to unmodified microsand respectively.



Figure 3. (a) TGA curves for coated microsand proppants in comparison to unmodified microsand. (b). E and H values of different coating layers.

Table 1. Summary of Tdeg and Nano-mechanical values of coated microsand
proppants.

Thermal
stability

Nano-
mechanical
of dual-layer

Ref.

Tdeg (
�
C) E (GPa) H

(GPa)

(PS-PMMA/DVB) 350 7.24 0.298 This
work

(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) 370 7.78 0.35 This
work

Epoxy 345 4.23 0.21 This
work

Furan Resin 190 – – [53]

Polyurethane 121 – – [33,
53]

Polyurethane-Multiwalled-Carbon
Nanotube (MWCNT)

280 – – [38]

Polyurethane-MWCNT-Graphene 300 – – [37]

Phenolic Resin 147 – – [54]
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PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG), and Epoxy, are shown in Figure 3b. E and H
values are measured to be 7.2 and 0.298 GPa, respectively for PS-PMMA/
DVB matrix. These values are much higher than that of the linear PS-
PMMA copolymer matrix [41, 51]. These enhancements in the nano-
mechanical properties are accredited to the 3D-nanonetwork formation
of PS-PMMA/DVB. Furthermore, the E and H values for the dual-layer of
(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) are found to be 7.78 GPa and 0.35 GPa
respectively that is even higher than that of PS-PMMA/DVB and epoxy
alone. Note that the E and H values for the Epoxy layer are only 4.23 and
0.21 GPa, respectively. The synergistic nanomechanical enhancement in
the dual-layer of (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) can be due to the
enhanced surface interaction of the porous layer of PS-PMMA/DVB with
the Epoxy-CG bulk layer. The Epoxy-CG layer would infuse into the
porous PS-PMMA/DVB layer at an elevated temperature while coating
and thus increase the mechanical stability of the dual-coated microsand
proppants. These results are in line with the thermal stability of the
microsand proppants as well. In addition, this increment in the
nano-mechanical characteristics can also be attributed to the enhanced
crosslinking of CG to the epoxy matrix. Based on obtained results, the
dual-layer of (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) would be the ideal modifi-
cation for the microsand based proppants for HT-HP conditions. The
current study reports the mechanical data that are measured at room
temperature while it is important to study the effect of temperature on
the mechanical properties to evaluate the practical applicability of the
5

coated proppants in High-Temperature High-Pressure (HT-HP) downhole
conditions. Our initial study showed that the dual-coatedmicroproppants
retained their mechanical properties up to 150 �C under high pressure
and high salinity conditions.

Fracture toughness (Kc) is yet another parameter that indicates the
resistance of a material to a fracture when enduring a crack. The Kc can
be calculated using Eq. (2) [55].

Kc ¼αiðE=HÞ12
�

P
C3=2

�
(2)

Where in αi is a constant and that is intender specific. For Berkovich
intender, the value is 0.016, P is peak indentation load and C is the
cracking length. The calculated Kc value for the PS-PMMA/DVB layer is
2.21 MPa⋅m1/2. Very interestingly, this value is considerably higher than
that of PS-PMMA which is only 1.80 MPa⋅m1/2 [41]. This increment can
be accredited to the 3D network of the PS-PMMA/DVB. Meanwhile, it
can be noted that the Kc values for the PS, PMMA, Epoxy-CG, and Epoxy
layers are only 1.00 MPa⋅m1/2, and 1.08 MPa⋅m1/2, 1.90 MPa⋅m1/2, and
0.6 MPa⋅m1/2, respectively. The higher Kc value of Epoxy-CG in com-
parison to Epoxy can be due to the shearing effects of the graphenewithin
the Epoxy. Remarkably, the Kc of the dual-coating layers
(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) is found to be 3.19 MPa⋅m1/2. This value is
approximately three folds higher in comparison to that of sandstone
(1.27 MPa⋅m1/2) [41]. Based on these results, it can be clearly said that
the dual-layer of highly toughened 3D-(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG)
showed a synergistic increment in the coating's fracture toughness.
3.5. Crush tests

Figure 4 shows crush test results of the dual-coated microsand
proppants as a function of closure stress (3000–14,000 psi) in comparison
to the unmodified and mono-layer PS-PMMA/DVB and Epoxy coated
counterparts. As shown in Figure 4a, the unmodified microsand pro-
duced 20% fine at an applied stress of 10,000 psi. Whereas for the PS-
PMMA/DVB mono-layer coated microsand, fine production was consid-
erably reduced to 15%. This observation is serving as direct evidence for
the increased stress tolerance for the coated microsand. Furthermore,
when the dual-coating of (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy), was applied to the
microsand, the fine production reached a minimum of only 2.0% while
with a dual nanocomposite coating of (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG), the
fine production is only 1.0% (10,000 psi). As evident from Figure 4a and
b, the dual-coated (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) exhibited a maximum
stress resistance of 14,000 psi as the fine production of only<5 wt%. The
very high closure stress resistance of the dual-coated microsand prop-
pants is accredited to the synergistic mechanical reinforcement of the



Figure 4. (a) % fine production of microsand proppant samples in comparison
to unmodified and mono-layered counterparts at closure stress of 10000 psi. (b)
% fine production of microsand-((PS-PMMA/DVB-(Epoxy-CG)) sample as a
function of closure stress from 3000 psi to 14000 psi.

Table 2. Summary of stress resistance for various coated sand proppants in
comparison to RCPs.

Stress Resistance
(psi)

Specific Gravity (g/
cm3)

Reference

Resin Coated Proppants 7500 1.40 [17]

Dual-Coated Sand (70/40
mesh)

10000 1.35 [57]

Dual-Coated Sand (70/40
mesh)

12000 1.32 [41]

Dual-Coated Microsand 14000 1.29 This work
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dual-coated layers. These observations are in line with the nano-
mechanical and fracture toughness characteristics of the dual-coated
microsand proppants.

In our previous work, it was shown that the first layer of (PS-PMMA/
DVB) is a 3D-crosslinked microporous network with an approximate pore
size of 2 nm [56]. Whereas the second coating layer of epoxy-CG com-
posite is bulk and non-porous. Therefore, coating a bulk layer (epoxy-CG)
onto a porous networked layer (PS-PMMA/DVB) resulted in an interfu-
sion of the two coating layers. This has resulted in the improved stress
resistance of the microsand proppants. It is clear that the prepared
microsand-(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) proppants with a stress resis-
tance of 14000 psi would be potential candidates for hydraulic fracturing
operations under HT-HP conditions.

Table 2 summarizes different coated sand proppants with their
respective stress resistance values and specific gravity values. In proppant
industries, materials with lower specific gravity are preferred so that they
can easily be suspended in fracturing fluids. The specific gravity of the
microsand-(PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) proppant is found to be 1.29 g/
cm3, while that of the unmodified microsand is 1.50 g/cm3. The dual-
coated microsand proppants with a decreased specific gravity are an
obvious advantage to be employed in fracturing fluids with a lower
6

settling rate. Taking into consideration of the lower specific gravity and
extremely high-stress resistance value, the dual-coated (3D-PS-PMMA/
DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) microsand proppants can be a potential alternative to
the traditional RCPs (resin-coated proppants) in the HT-HP wells. Inter-
estingly, the overall cost involved in the dual-coated proppants prepa-
ration is ranging from $1- $3/Kg which makes the reported method
highly competitive in comparison to other similar products in themarket.
Nevertheless, the current method is limited to two-step fabrication and
proppants are necessarily to be pre-made to inject into the well.

4. Conclusion

The dual-coated microsand proppants with 3D-PS-PMMA/DVB and
Epoxy-CG composite layers were successfully prepared. The FE-SEM
images clearly showed that the original morphology of the microsand
is retained for the dual-coated proppants. As evident from the FT-IR
spectra and XRD patterns, dual-coated microsand proppants are suc-
cessfully prepared. The TGA results revealed that the thermal stability of
the (PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) is as high as 370 �C. Moreover, the
Elastic modulus, Hardness, and fracture toughness values for the dual-
coated layers are also found to be as high as 7.78 GPa, 0.35 GPa, and
3.19 MPa m1/2 respectively. More interestingly, the stress resistance of
the dual-layer of (3D-PS-PMMA/DVB)-(Epoxy-CG) coated microsand
proppants reached up to 14000 psi with a fine production of only 5.2%
with a decreased specific gravity of 1.29 g/cm3. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the highest reported value so far for the coated sand-
based proppants. In addition, preliminary results showed that the dual-
coated microsand proppants have appreciable suspension ability in the
frac fluid and exhibit good conductivity. Therefore, these thermo-
mechanically reinforced dual-coated microsand particles with a very
high-stress resistance and reduced specific gravity values can be potential
proppants in hydraulic fracturing operations in HT-HP wells.
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